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Abstract
Discriminative training (DT) methods of acoustic models, such
as SVM and MMI-training GMM, have been proved effective
in spoken language recognition. In this paper we propose a DT
method for GMM using the large margin (LM) estimation. Un-
like traditional MMI or MCE methods, the LM estimation at-
tempts to enhance the generalization ability of GMM to deal
with new data that exhibits mismatch with training data. We
define the multi-class separation margin as a function of GMM
likelihoods, and derive update formulae of GMM parameters
with the extended Baum-Welch algorithm. Results on the NIST
language recognition evaluation (LRE) 2007 task show that the
LM estimation achieves better performance and faster conver-
gent speed than the MMI estimation.
Index Terms: spoken language recognition, large margin, ex-
tended Baum-Welch

1. Introduction
In acoustic modeling approaches to spoken language recogni-
tion (SLR), acoustic features are modeled by classifiers such as
the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and support vector ma-
chine (SVM). The GMM is usually trained with maximum
likelihood (ML) estimation. Discriminative training (DT) of
GMM has been proved an effective way to improve the per-
formance from the ML training, e.g. maximum mutual infor-
mation (MMI) estimation [1]. Combination of GMM and SVM
also shows the improvement, e.g. the GMM super-vector (GSV)
method in which Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between
GMMs is modeled by SVM, and the pushing model that pushes
the SVM training parameters back to the GMMmodel for scor-
ing [2][3]. The process in DT inspires us to further the study by
proposing a new method.

Typical DT methods for GMM, such as MMI and mini-
mum classification error (MCE) [4], usually achieve good per-
formance when the acoustic conditions in test data are well-
matched with those in training data because the DT methods
are asymptotic upper bounds of the Bayes error given ideal in-
finite amount of training data [5]. However, the performance
often degrades greatly for practical test data that exhibits mis-
match with training data. In statistical learning theory [6], it
is described as the generalization problem of a learning algo-
rithm. The bound on the test error is a summation of two terms:
a training error which is the model’s error on training data, and
a generalization error which measures the power of the model to
deal with test data that is unseen in training data. Conventional
training methods, such as MMI andMCE, focus on reducing the
training error only, and therefore have weak generalization abil-
ities. The large margin (LM) learning framework differs from
them in that it attempts to increase the multi-class separation

margin which relates to the bound of generalization error, and
one of the most successful examples is the SVM. Recently the
LM concept has been used to train the hidden Markov model
(HMM) for speech recognition. A large margin estimation and
its variant called large relative margin (LRM) estimation were
proposed to maximize the minimum margin between HMMs
[7][8]. An LM estimation based on the Mahalanobis distance
was proposed in [9]. A soft margin (SM) estimation of HMMs
was proposed to minimize the empirical loss and maximize the
separation margin together [10].

In this paper we propose a large margin estimation of GMM
for SLR. The margin of a training sample given a model set
is defined as the difference between the likelihood of correct
language model and the maximum likelihoods among incor-
rect language models. The objective function is to maximize
the margins over a support vector set that is composed of rel-
atively small positive margin among all segments in training
data. The study in [11] reported that MCE does not beat MMI
in SLR probably because the generalized probabilistic descend
(GPD) algorithm in MCE converges to a local minimum at slow
speed in comparison with the extended Baum-Welch (EBW) al-
gorithm in MMI. Therefore, unlike other LM methods that use
the GPD algorithm [7][10], we derive update formulae of GMM
parameters using the EBW algorithm. Experimental results on
the NIST LRE 2007 task show that the proposed LM estima-
tion outperforms the MMI estimation with a faster convergent
speed.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the concept of large margin estimation of GMM. Section 3
presents derivation of GMM update formulae with EBW. Sec-
tion 4 presents experimental setup and results. Finally, conclu-
sions are drawn in section 5.

2. Large Margin GMM
Let’s assume there are L target languages to be recognized. The
training data is a collection of speech segments X = {Xs, s =
1, . . . , S} where each segment is a sequence of feature vectors
Xs = {xst, t = 1, . . . , Ts} and xst = {xst1, . . . , xstD} is
a D-dimensional feature vector. Each speech segment is la-
beled with one of languages denoted as L = {ls, 1 ≤ ls ≤
L, s = 1, . . . , S}. Each language is modeled with a Gaus-
sian mixture model of which parameters are denoted as λl =
{clm, μlm,Σlm;m = 1, · · · ,M}, where M is the number
of Gaussian components, clm’s are Gaussian mixture weights,
μlm = [μlm1, · · · , μlmD]T is a D-dimensional mean vector,
and σ2

lm = diag{σ2
lm1, · · · , σ2

lmD} is a diagonal covariance
matrix.

In statistical learning theory [6], the generalization ability
of a classification model is described by its Bayes error. With
probability of 1 − ξ, the upper bound of the test risk (on data
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that is drawn i.i.d. as the training data) is given by

R(Λ) ≤ Remp(Λ)+

√
1

N

(
h(log

2N

h
+ 1)− log

ξ

4

)
, (1)

where Λ = {λl, l = 1, . . . , L} denotes the set of model param-
eters, Remp(Λ) denotes the empirical risk on training data, N
is amount of training data, and h is the VC dimension (h < N )
which equals the maximum number of data samples that can be
shattered by models.

The empirical risk can be reduced by fitting the model bet-
ter with training data using techniques such as increasing model
parameters and adopting DT estimation. The second term in
Eq. (1) is the generalization risk which measures power of the
model to deal with new test data that is unseen in training data.
It can be reduced by increasing N or reducing h. When we re-
duce the empirical risk, the VC dimension h increases because
more samples can be shattered by the model that better fits the
training data. Accordingly the generalization risk increases. If
it causes the total test risk to increase, the over-fitting problem
arises which may degrade the recognition performance on new
test data that is unseen in training data.

Most conventional training methods attempt to reduce the
empirical risk but not the generalization risk in Eq. (1). In
the statistical learning theory, the empirical risk is defined as
follows [6]:

Remp(Λ) =
1

S

S∑

s=1

�(Xs,Λ) , (2)

where �(Xs,Λ) is a loss function for the speech segment
Xs. The MCE estimation aims to minimize the loss func-
tion �(Xs,Λ) by approximating it with a differentiable func-
tion w.r.t. model parameters [4]. In the ML estimation, the
loss function is defined as �(Xs,Λ) = − log p(Xs|λls). In the
MMI estimation, the loss function is defined as

�(Xs,Λ) = − log
p(Xs|λls)p(λls)∑L
l=1 p(Xs|λl)p(λl)

, (3)

which is the inverse of the posterior probability of correctly
recognizing the training data [12]. MMI training of GMM pa-
rameters is presented in details for example in [1]. In practice,
several techniques have been used to improve the generaliza-
tion ability of the methods, e.g. smoothing sigmoid function in
MCE [4] and I-smoothing in MMI [12].

In this paper, we attempt to reduce the generalization risk
in model training. It is infeasible to minimize the generaliza-
tion risk directly because of the difficulty of computing the
VC dimension. However, it is shown that the VC dimension
is bounded by a decreasing function of the separation margin
between classes [6], and the concept of large margin has been
identified as a unified principle for many different pattern recog-
nition approaches in which one the the most successful exam-
ples is the SVM [13]. Several large margin approaches have
been studied in the HMM framework. For example, a soft mar-
gin was proposed to represent the marge width in [10]. Inspired
by the work in [7], we define the margin as a function based on
the GMM likelihoods. Let’s define the discriminant function of
Xs given a language model λl as F(Xs|λl) = log p(Xs|λl).
The multi-class separation margin forXs is defined as

d(Xs) = F(Xs|λls)− max
1≤l≤L,l �=ls

F(Xs|λl) . (4)

If d(Xs) ≤ 0, Xs will be incorrectly recognized by the current
GMM set Λ; if d(Xs) > 0, Xs will be correctly recognized
by the GMM set Λ. A set of all segments that are relatively
close to the classification boundary in the right decision regions
is defined as a support vector set:

Ω = {Xs|Xs ∈ X , 0 ≤ d(Xs) ≤ ε} , (5)

where ε > 0 is a positive number. Each segment inΩ is called a
support token which has relatively small positive margin among
all segments in the training set X . To achieve better general-
ization capability, it is desirable to adjust decision boundaries
by optimizing the GMM parameters Λ to make all support to-
kens as far from the decision boundaries as possible. This idea
leads to the objective function of the large margin estimation
that maximizes the separation margins over the support vector
set:

OLM (Λ) =
∑

Xs∈Ω
d(Xs) . (6)

3. Parameter Estimation
To derive update formulae of GMM parameters, the objective
function Eq. (6) needs to be a continuous and differentiable
function. Similar to MCE [4], we approximate the max opera-
tion in Eq. (4) with a logarithm summation as follows:

d(Xs) = log p(Xs|λls)−
1

η
log

∑

1≤l≤L,l �=ls

p(Xs|λl)
η , (7)

where η ≥ 1. When η → ∞, the approximation will approach
the max operation. Segment likelihood p(Xs|λl) is likely to
be underestimated because it is a multiplication of frame likeli-
hoods assuming statistical independence of feature vectors. To
overcome this problem, a factor 0 < Ks < 1 can be applied
to p(Xs|λl) to increase the confusion between numerator and
denominator hypothesis [12]. Then Eq. (7) can be rewritten as

d(Xs) = log
a(Xs,Λ)

b(Xs,Λ)

= log
p(Xs|λls)

Ks

(
∑

1≤l′≤L
l′ �=ls

p(Xs|λl)Ksη

)1/η
.

(8)
It is desirable to derive the update formulae of GMMparameters
with the extended Baum-Welch (EBW) algorithm because Eq.
(8) is a rational function within the logarithm operation [14].
Two essential points in the EBW inference are:

1 To maximize f(X,Λ) =
a(X,Λ)

b(X,Λ)
for positive a(X,Λ) and

b(X,Λ), we can maximize g(X,Λ) = a(X,Λ) − kb(X,Λ)

where k =
a(X,Λ′)
b(X,Λ′)

and Λ′ is the current value obtained
from previous iteration.

2 To ensure that the resulting polynomial is positive, we
can add to the expression a constant times a further poly-
nomial which is constrained to be a constant.

The EBW algorithm can be extended to the case of continuous
density HMMs by approximating a Gaussian with a discrete dis-
tribution [15]. Accordingly, the auxiliary function for the LM
estimation in Eqs. (6) and (8) is defined as:

QLM
(Λ,Λ′) = Qnum

(Λ,Λ′) −Qden
(Λ,Λ′) +Qsm

(Λ,Λ′) + log p(Λ) , (9)

where p(Λ) is prior distribution. Each Q function is similar to
that in the ML estimation:

Q(Λ,Λ′) =
M∑

m=1

Q(γm, θm(X ), θm(X 2)) , (10)
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where

γm =
∑

Xs∈Ω

Ts∑

t=1

γms(t) , (11)

θm(X ) =
∑

Xs∈Ω

Ts∑

t=1

γms(t)xst , (12)

θm(X 2) =
∑

Xs∈Ω

Ts∑

t=1

γms(t)x
2
st . (13)

The numerator function Qnum
(Λ,Λ′) and the denominator function

Qden
(Λ,Λ′) differ in model networks used to accumulate statistics

from the training data. Qsm
(Λ,Λ′) is a smoothing function with a

zero differential w.r.t. Λ = Λ′ to ensure that QLM
(Λ,Λ′) is convex

for all Gaussian parameters, which is defined as follows:

Qsm
(Λ,Λ′) =

M∑

m=1

Q(Dm, Dmμ′m, Dm(μ
′2
m + σ

′2
m)|Λ) , (14)

where Dm is a positive smoothing constant which is set to be
greater than 1) twice the smallest value ensuring positive vari-
ances, or 2) Eγden

m where E is a positive constant. The prior
logarithm likelihood is defined as

log p(Λ) = Q(τ, τ
θnum
m (X )

γnum
m

, τ
θnum
m (X 2)

γnum
m

|Λ) + k , (15)

where k is a normalizing term and τ is an I-smoothing constant
affecting the narrowness of the prior [12].

The numerator statistics are ordinary ML statistics so that
the numerator posterior probability of the t-th frame in training
segmentXs given the Gaussian component lm,

γnum
lms (t) =

{
γlms(t) if l = ls;
0 otherwise.

,

is nonzero only for Gaussian components in the correct lan-
guage GMM. The denominator posterior probability is com-
puted as follows:

γden
lms(t) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

γlms(t)p(Xs|λl)
Ks

⎛
⎜⎝
∑

1≤l′≤L
l′ �=ls

p(Xs|λl′ )Ksη

⎞
⎟⎠

1/η if l �= ls;

0 otherwise.

,

which contrarily is zero for Gaussian components in the correct
language GMM.

The EBW algorithm has a problem that the language priors
in training data are learned through the accumulation of statis-
tics in numerator and denominator terms. Therefore we equal-
ize training data of languages by weighting the posterior proba-
bilities γlms(t)with a factorWl which is inversely proportional
to amount of training data of the l-th language [1].

Maximizing the auxiliary function in Eq. (9), we get update
formulae for mean and variance as follows:

μ̂lm =
θnum
lm(X)−θdenlm(X)+Dlmμ′

lm+τ
θnum
lm (X)

γnum
lm

γnum
lm

−γden
lm

+Dlm+τ

σ̂2
lm =

θnum
lm(X2)

−θden
lm(X2)

+Dlm(σ
′2
lm+μ

′2
lm)+τ

θnum
lm(X2)
γnum
lm

γnum
lm

−γden
lm

+Dlm+τ
− μ̂2

lm .

In case of η = 1, the update formulae differ from the MMI
formulae in the following two points:

• The denominator in MMI objective function is the like-
lihood given all possible target languages. In the large
margin objective function Eq. (4), the denominator is
the maximum likelihood among languages excluding the
correct language.

• In MMI update formulae, statistics of training data
given current model parameters are accumulated over the
whole training data set. In large margin formulae, the
statistics are accumulated over the support vector set.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup

We evaluate our method on the NIST LRE 2007 corpus [16].
The general language recognition task has 14 target languages
to be recognized. There are 3 test conditions in which nominal
durations of test segments are 3, 10 and 30 seconds respectively.
Our training data includes CallFriend, OHSU 2005, NIST LRE
2007 development data, NIST SRE 2004 and 2006, and OGI 22
languages data. Our development data includes NIST LRE 96,
03 and 05 data, and utterances of two languages (Bengali and
Thai) in NIST SRE 06 which do not exist in the LRE data.

Speech signals are framed at 12.5ms rate and 25ms win-
dows. With cepstral coefficients filtered by RASTA, each frame
is converted to a 56-dimensional feature vector composed of
7 static cepstral coefficients and 7-1-3-7 shifted delta cepstral
(SDC) coefficients [17]. Non-speech frames are removed with
an energy-based voice activity detection (VAD) and feature vec-
tors of each utterance are finally normalized to a standard nor-
mal distribution.

We compare the performance of LM training with that of
the MMI training. Both MMI and LM training optimize GMM
parameters based on the whole speech segments. The length
of segments can severely affect the recognition performance. If
the length is too long, the separation margin between correct
and incorrect language models for the segment will be too large
to reach a fast convergence of parameter update. If the length
is too short, the separation margin will be unreliable. Referring
to [1], we split each training utterance (after VAD) into a se-
quence of 3-second segments, which are used in the MMI and
LM training.

Based on the training data, we first train two gender-
dependent GMM-UBMs each with 2048 Gaussian components.
In bothMMI and large margin training, starting from the GMM-
UBMs, GMM parameters (mean and variance) are updated in
10 iterations. Top-n training and test strategies are adopted to
speed up the processes. We use top-20 Gaussian components
per frame in training and top-50 components in test [18]. In
EBW, we set E = 2, τ = 200, Ks = 1/Ts where Ts is the
number of frames in the speech segment Xs. For LM training,
we set η = 1. The MMI training process is referred to [1]. The
support vector set for LM training in Eq. (5) is determined by a
positive constant ε. Instead of setting a heuristic value for it, we
extend the support vector set to all positive separation margins.
It is feasible because the segments with bigger margins lead to
less confusion between numerator and denominator hypothesis
and make smaller contribution to statistics in update formulae.

The logarithm likelihoods from GMM scoring are cali-
brated using a back-end which concatenates linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) and linear logistic regression (LLR) [19]. The
back-end is trained on the development data using FoCal Multi-
class toolkit [20].
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Figure 1: Comparison of equal-error-rate(EER) change with
training iteration in MMI and large margin (LM) training with-
out and with back-end.

4.2. Experimental Results

We first compare the convergence of MMI and LM training.
Fig 1 compares equal error rates (EER) of two training methods
after each of 10 update iterations on the NIST LRE 2007 30s
data. Two curves are plotted for each method: results without
the back-end and results with the back-end. The curves illus-
trate that, compared with MMI training, the LM training not
only effectively improves the performance but also converges
the optimization in a fast speed. The MMI training does not
optimize the performance until the 10th iteration while the LM
training can converge in 5 iterations. Table 1 summarizes EERs
of two training methods in three test conditions (30s, 10s and
3s). Both results without back-end and results with back-end
show that the LM training achieves better performance than the
MMI training in all test conditions. Relative reduction of EER
from MMI to LM shows that the LM estimation achieves better
improvement on longer test segments.

Table 1: Equal error rates and relative reduction in % for MMI
and large margin (LM) training without and with back-end.

30s 10s 3s
MMI (no backend) 7.07 10.72 20.76
LM (no backend) 5.57 9.09 19.59
Relative reduction 21.22 15.21 5.64
MMI (with backend) 5.11 9.45 19.56
LM (with backend) 4.28 8.59 18.76
Relative reduction 16.24 9.10 4.09

5. Conclusions
We proposed a large margin estimation of GMM parameters
with the extended Baum-Welch algorithm for spoken language
recognition. The training method maximizes the multi-class
separation margin to reduce the generalization risk which mea-
sures the power of model to handle new test data that is unseen
in training data. We formulate the margin as a rational func-
tion of GMM likelihoods and optimize the parameters with the
EBW algorithm. Results on the NIST LRE 2007 task show that

the large margin estimation outperforms the MMI estimation
with fast convergence. Future works include: 1) study of ways
to handle misrecognition segments in training data, and 2) ap-
proximation of the objective function in Eq. (6) with a better
differentiable function.
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